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NCAR Involved in FAA Aircraft Separation Study on Mountain Winter Winds

BOULDER— Scientists from the National Center for Atmospheric Research 

(NCAR), located in Boulder, Colorado, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) and the FAA will track commercial and military aircraft 

flying transcontinental jet routes through the Denver area this month and next to 

see how mountain-created winter winds affect their flight characteristics.

The $1.1 million FAA-funded study, a follow-on of work done in the area a 

year ago, is part of a broader investigation by the FAA into the feasibility of 

reducing the vertical separation of aircraft flying above 29,000 feet.

If the separation could be reduced safely to 1,000 feet, greater numbers of 

aircraft could use the higher altitude jet routes, assigned by air traffic 

controllers, where their engines operate more efficiently. It is estimated that 

this could save U.S. airlines as much as $100 million a year in fuel costs.

Specifically, Phase II comprises widespread data collection over the next 18 

months, intended to gather research samples which are representative of the 

various operational conditions, meteorological environments and types of aircraft 

that characterize the air traffic control system.

Presently, according to Brian F. Colamosca of the FAA's Technical Center in 

Atlantic City, N.J., who is serving as the technical program manager for the 

study, planes flyinq above 29,000 feet must be vertically separated by 2,000 

feet. This means that eastbound aircraft fly at 29,000, 33,000, 37,0000, and

41,000 feet while westbound planes fly at 31,000, 35,000, 39,000, and ^3,000 

feet.

The feasibility of a 1,000-foot separation depends upon the accuracy of 

aircraft in maintaining their assigned altitudes. But because of mountain-created
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wind phenomena such as mountain lee waves and Chinooks, Colamosca noted, a 
plane's pressure altimeter c.ould indicate that the craft was flying at 31,000 
feet, for example, whereas its actual altitude might be several hundred feet 
less.

Furthermore, the phenomena can be so strong at a given altitude that 

control of an aircraft flying at that level can be lost temporarily. Instances 
have been reported in the past where planes have dropped as much as 1,000 feet 
before the pilots could gain control.

Beginning Monday, January 21, and continuing for about a month, aircraft 
flying jet routes over the Denver area will be monitored by a precision 
height-tracking radar moved temporarily to a site near Boulder from the Army's 
White Sands Missile Range. The radar shows with great accuracy the actual 
altitude of the planes being tracked.

NCAR's twin-engine jet Sabreliner, equipped with pressure-measuring 
instruments that give the most accurate readings now possible aboard an aircraft, 
will determine the relationship between pressure altitude and actual geometric 
height.

At the same time, air traffic controllers at the FAA's Denver Air Route 
Traffic Control Center will obtain altimeter readings from commercial and 
military planes for comparison, and scientists from NCAR's Mesoscale Research 
Section will collaborate with NOAA scientists to determine mountain-generated 
wind conditions at the planes' altitudes to see what affect they may have on the 
altimeter readings.

Additionally, from information gathered during last year's phase of the FAA 
study, NOAA scientists will be identifying the specific meteorological conditions 
thought to affect flight characteristics of commercial aircraft and directing the 
NCAR Sabreliner to areas where they are occurring to collect data.

The NCAR Sabreliner will be participating in the program for a total of 100 
flight hours during the next 12 months. This month and next, the NCAR research 
jet will be focusing upon a 50-by-80-mile rectangle of airspace bracketing the 
Continental Divide: specifically 20 miles east and west of the Divide and from 
Denver in the south 50 miles north to Estes Park.

Meteorological information pertinent to the study will be collected from a 
variety of NOAA weather monitoring systems at its Environmental Research 
Laboratories in Boulder. And the agency's Weather Research Program at the 
Laboratories will provide special weather forecasts for the scientific team.

NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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